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Are you ready for the hottest fishing event of this holiday season? With the Winter Pike Pack the answer is YES! Catching one
of the fastest and most vicious predators w 5d3b920ae0
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fishing planet winter pike pack

In all honesty, this is one of THE most useful packs in this game for lures. it comes with 2 rods [one of them would be for
muskies and the sorts] but in all honesty i just didnt like that one so i sold it. but for muskie fishermen and people usually going
after the larger fish, the rod would be perfect. But the lighter one. ITS GREAT. i think thats one the 2 rods i keep with me at all
times for its basically my all usage rod. it works great on every medium to medium large fish and can go up against some of the
salmon in alberta. if you need a lure rod pack, this is the one you should get.. In all honesty, this is one of THE most useful
packs in this game for lures. it comes with 2 rods [one of them would be for muskies and the sorts] but in all honesty i just didnt
like that one so i sold it. but for muskie fishermen and people usually going after the larger fish, the rod would be perfect. But
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the lighter one. ITS GREAT. i think thats one the 2 rods i keep with me at all times for its basically my all usage rod. it works
great on every medium to medium large fish and can go up against some of the salmon in alberta. if you need a lure rod pack,
this is the one you should get.. In all honesty, this is one of THE most useful packs in this game for lures. it comes with 2 rods
[one of them would be for muskies and the sorts] but in all honesty i just didnt like that one so i sold it. but for muskie
fishermen and people usually going after the larger fish, the rod would be perfect. But the lighter one. ITS GREAT. i think thats
one the 2 rods i keep with me at all times for its basically my all usage rod. it works great on every medium to medium large fish
and can go up against some of the salmon in alberta. if you need a lure rod pack, this is the one you should get.. As soon as you
buy this the license time period starts . To me that makes no sense. A player should decide when to redeem his license. Look at
the rods stats in every DLC 1st before buying , alot of them repeats itself wich i find a misleading and a negligent thing to do.
The gear in this DLC is very good but not for a new player. Maybe wait til you hit level 5 ? This game is a pure pay to win
CLEARLY but hey , it's still a good fishing game. My thumb is halway down.. As soon as you buy this the license time period
starts . To me that makes no sense. A player should decide when to redeem his license. Look at the rods stats in every DLC 1st
before buying , alot of them repeats itself wich i find a misleading and a negligent thing to do. The gear in this DLC is very good
but not for a new player. Maybe wait til you hit level 5 ? This game is a pure pay to win CLEARLY but hey , it's still a good
fishing game. My thumb is halway down.. As soon as you buy this the license time period starts . To me that makes no sense. A
player should decide when to redeem his license. Look at the rods stats in every DLC 1st before buying , alot of them repeats
itself wich i find a misleading and a negligent thing to do. The gear in this DLC is very good but not for a new player. Maybe
wait til you hit level 5 ? This game is a pure pay to win CLEARLY but hey , it's still a good fishing game. My thumb is halway
down.
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